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Magdelyn Hammond
REVIVAL
This is the physical of always.

Here is God, sitting in a grocery
store aisle. I've confused him
before for left-over cheese but
never like tonight as he slouches
near me like a bulking pizza-man
who swallows before he spits.
Somehow he slipped a note into
the sauce, a little like, "Sorry it
wasn't very good the first time."
This was the second time He
screwed up my order.
I will rewrite theology tonight,
including the scene where a
woman, chased by a man who
has beaten her before, lands in
a display of spam that forms a
Star of David and can only think,
"God has put me here for a reason."
This will be book one.
Book two will be the world ending as
the Chaldeans said it would,
colliding with the universe, exploding,
then starting back up again.
Book three, the final, will be a man
whispering to himself.
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HEPHAESTUS JANITOR
I'm mopping up Psyche's brains
from where she fell off Olympus.
Immortality hasn't set in yet,
and as I say, 'The body doesn't
bounce as easily as the soul."
The water boy said it was Cupid's
idea to reenact the fall of man,
only, he played Eve, because of his
love for apples and Psyche. A few choice
winks, and Adam [Psyche, in ravishing
form] forgot he was a girl. It wasn't until
Eve [remember virulent Cupid], reached
to push him [virulent Psyche] off
that he remembered he
was the wife of the God of Love.
She fell for a few weeks without
meeting any charmed eagles, and
I left the anvil hot to mop what
was left after the first crew
came for a body, yesterday.
It was nice to say there was
something to mourn over.
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Karri Harrison
A SENSE OF PLACE-THIS PLACE HAS FORTY-TWO CHANNELS...
1. This place is all parades-a red house, then a green one, stepping on our toes like a friend.
2. Is a couch with magic cushions.
3. Is a silk purse out of a cow's ear.
4. Is corned beef, cabbage, and carrots.
5. Is a spotlight, the sun's hole, a fish frozen in a block of ice.
6. Is a flagpole, a pickup truck, shooting the sheriff.
7. You'll have four uniforms. You'll miss the road's curve, and you won't need a fifth.
8. I can see the water's cold, but I think you're getting in.
9. A slam dunk. A loaded gun.
10. This place has four wheels and a star.
11. You're on the sill.
12. I'll tell you when this scream of light finally touches my skin.
13. Bite the squeaky engine's belt.
14. You step back from my cover of chills.
15. Is a spinning tire you haven't given up yet.
14. Is a dripping bird, a fiddler's jamboree, crab grass, and a rock quarry.
15. The flat sun crowns you.
16. Penny nails.
17. When you look at me, you look at water.
18. Cheena the desert pig, clay pigeons, and a scorpion tub.
19. Is a train pulling these away.
20. You dash to the river's edge.
21. One...two...three boxes and a girl.
22. I'll tell you when I've given up anticipation.
23. This place is nothing like water except that in it we seek our own level.
24. Is butter on the wall.
25. Is chiggers from the waist down.
26. You stop only where water begins.
27. Has as many hours as giants and dwarfs.
28. Is asking if you've seen the movie.
29. You know this place is someone else's.
30. Had a little too much playboy from the dish.
31. Is a dialogue: I ask who ground up the jellyfish-the Sea-oats waving their single fingers
reply "Don't." And I ask why the sky comes together right there and I point and the Seaoats wave their single fingers, "Don't."
32. As you lose your balance I rise to force you under.
33. Someone dumps a cooler full of water on the winning coach's head.
34. Is a chin on my knee.
35. This place lights its cigarette on the red-hot eye of the sun.
36. Light is tinsel on the floor. Birds slam into windows.
37. He was right about the words.
38. Is teetering on the sideglance she gave him-lost between the rows of corn.
39. Is a crocodile's pivot.
40. You are underwater now, and I'm the only fall.
41. "It must've been some kind of vortex that sucked them up-I don't know where you'd suck up
hazel nuts in March."
42. A coin sheds its wish in glittering-I watch well. This place is a lump in my throat.
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Dorothy Stubsten

TRIO
Earthenware
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WOMAN IN SIX STAGES
Mixed Media
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from THE CONFINED MAN
3. Confined Man is a poor man's son.
He spends his nights reading
books on the psychology of sleepless walkers
to understand Fat Wren's problem.
Confined Man often tells Fat Wren: Son,
coast up and down the rhymes of life,
trust yourself. Stop living
a one-way day. There aren't any warehouses of dreams
out there; only a field of overgrown grass.
The chances of restructuring Wren rest
upon the control in his eyes not clouding over;
crying only for the lost sweetness
in his father's closet, the absence of brotherhood.
Confined Man, like the newspaper,
lies, eventually dying all over himself.
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VACANCY IN A WASTED MANGER ON NEWBERRY LANE
My slow dance in life begins
like the hunter in the woods who shoots
his rifle near a trail leading
to a stream of something wonderful and awful
clear. It's duration depends upon the cricket's song
confined to the crack in my bedsheet ;
like a thought wormed into a stone-cold gesture.
My window permits the horizon to be
slightly crooked and drippy in the middle and
only uncontrolled grace consumes my anxiety
about early morning and the beastly religion of living.
A conscious day is
covered silently by a wasted attempt at loving anyone.
My faith is as fast as a lost glance;
showing an absence of the spirit that operates
among the bugs who steal their way
into the corners of the refrigerator. I feel correct
in having Mary and Jesus on my car's dashboard
as if they are the softness
on difficult skin, a nagging feeling of a sense of loss
or a reminder that natural compassion only rules
the leaves alternating their color states.
Regret is as fresh as the day is.
Under the covers I shrink
at the sight of myself. I want a baseball game
of afternoon dreams and a back porch in my mind
and a pair of hardened hands that can hold
the sort of words that always spill from my mouth
crazy with the history of shame. I settle
for spacing a part of the day away into a storage closet
and listening to some music in a lightless room.
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ACT LIKE A MAN

The quick knocking on the door had the rhythm of urgency. Jim's mother turned her
eyes to meet his, and a sharp feeling of panic shot up within Jim as he realized she was
going to let Ernie inside. When she hooked up the metal chain at the top of the door before
opening it, Jim felt the shock subside throughout his body like rings on pond water pelted
by a stone. She pulled the door back as far as the chain would allow, and there was Ernie,
or Em as he demanded they call him. Only half his face was visible through the narrow
crack of the doorway, but Jim could see the pleading wri_nkle of Em's brow as he stared
sorrowfully at Jim's mother.
"Mary," he said. "Can I come in?"
"It's all right," she said to Jim, her eyes avoiding his this time. "Go back to bed."
As Jim headed to his room, he could hear the dreaded crackling of the chain being
slid back, followed by the wordless murmur of their voices. Jim had hoped that after their
fight Em was gone for good.
There was enough moonlight in the bedroom for Jim to notice his fifteen-year-old
brother David sitting up in bed. He was looking at Jim, sitting so still that he resembled a
mannequin.
"Ern's back," Jim whispered. He didn't know what else to say so he just climbed into
his own bed. David, who hated Ern even more than Jim himself did, wrapped his covers
tightly around his body and bit the end of his pillow. Jim locked his hands behind his head
and gazed at the ceiling. He thought about how if his dad hadn't left when Jim was six,
there'd be no need for men like Ern in his mother's life, in all their lives. What his father
looked like was a blur to Jim now at age seventeen. But Jim dreamed about him that night,
reconstructing his father into a statuesque figure with muscular arms that looked cut from
stone. His dad was handsome, and everything about him was clean. Clean cut and clean
shaven, he smiled down at Jim. The last thing Jim remembered from the dream was his
father rolling up his shirt sleeves and saying, "There's just some things a man's gotta do."
At breakfast the following morning, everybody acted like Ern had never left. Jim's
mother swayed happily, gracefully from one end of the kitchen to the other. David quietly
ate his cereal, hunching over his bowl meekly without glancing up when Jim entered the
room.
Jim sat across from Em who was hungrily devouring his waffles and ignoring him.
Ern had on a white t-shirt arid black suspenders which ran down his crumpled body unevenly, sliding down his undeveloped chest and bumping over pinches of flab. Not that
Ern needed suspenders, his matching black trousers hugged his fat legs tightly just as the
unbuttoned rim of his pants carried the sag in his belly peeking out beneath his shirt.
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Em's fork suddenly fell to his plate with a clank, and he began to scratch his unkempt mop of frizzy brown hair vehemently with both hands. Jim watched in repulsion as
curly strands of brown hair dropped upon the table and flakes of white dandruff floated to
the earth like snow.
"Jimmy," Mother said cheerfully, "isn't today the day you find out how you did on
your quiz?"
Ern stopped scratching and retrieved his fork to stab a piece of waffle and swirl it
around his syrup-saturated plate.
"The pre-calculus test?" Jim said. "I got that back yesterday. I got a ninety-eight."
Ern finally acknowledged Jim's presence by glaring at him over his cup while he
slurped his coffee.
"A ninety-eight," Mother repeated proudly to herself. She pulled her paycheck out
of her purse and signed the back. "As soon as I cash my check," she said, "I'm going to give
you a reward." His mother had the careless habit of endorsing her checks ahead of time
and never getting around to cashing them right away.
"No thanks," Jim said. "I don't need any money. You keep it and buy something for
yourself. I make plenty on my own." It gave him a great feeling of independence and
maturity to let those words ring free into the air. He had been working a year and had
saved up plenty.
Ern pretended to choke on his coffee. "Oooh, big man," he said sarcastically.
"Flippin burgers is real important work. Real important."
Jim felt his face get hot from embarrassment and anger. It seemed like whenever
grades or school were being discussed, Ern would either try to humiliate him or just get
plain hostile. Jim had to bite his tongue not to make a remark about the fact that Ern didn't
work at all.
David rose from his chair without saying a word to anybody and promptly left.
Mother forced out a nervous chuckle. "Now, Ern," she said. Her lips parted for a
moment to say something more, but she hesitated and just smiled instead.
After breakfast, which Jim finished in silence, he trudged to school along side David
who was frowning hard, lost in deep thought. David had a lot of problems, always getting
in trouble at school, making bad grades. Trying to get by without a father had made him a
very troubled kid. David tended to keep to himself, staying shut off from everyone like
there were things eating him up inside.
"Hey," Jim said to him. "What did you wind up making on that geography test?"
David's face flushed deeply. "I failed it," he said.
"You failed?" said Jim. "But I went over that stuff with you a hundred times."
David's eyes flashed and his nostrils flared. "Get off my back!" he snapped. "I can't
remember that crap, all right? Not everyone can make straight A's like you!" His face
gradually relaxed. "I'm failing all my classes," he said. "Just can't concentrate." He refused
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to speak any further.
When Jim returned home that afternoon, he came in through the kitchen using the
side door. There were scattered pieces of paper on the counter, unopened mail, grocery list,
bills, coupons, receipts. Also on the counter was a purple ceramic dish that David had
painted in art class years ago at elementary school. Inside it was his mother's paycheck, still
uncashed. She always kept it there to separate it from all the other junk.
Ern was reclining on the living room couch watching television with his feet up and
a clear, plastic 2-liter cola bottle in his hand. But the plastic bottle wasn't filled with cola,
rather with Ern's tobacco saliva. He had a dip of Copenhagen pinched between his lower
lip and gum and was keeping the open top of the bottle close to his chin so that he could
spit periodically. No one in Jim's family dipped tobacco, only Ern.
Mother crossed into the room about the same time Jim did. She bent over to pick up
strewn sections of the morning paper. "Hi, Jimbo," she said to him in a breathy, almost
fatigued voice. "How was your day?"
Jim didn't give her an answer, knowing she was just trying to be nice and didn't
really require one. The newspapers his mother was grabbing wearily at were trapped
underneath Ern's legs like grass under fallen dead trees. Clutching the ends of the papers,
she said, "Honey, could you lift up, please?"
That word she called Em by was a bitter reminder of the intimacy between his
mother and the foul creature. Hastening into his room, Jim slammed the door behind him
and dropped down on the bed, wrapping the pillow around his ears and closing his eyes
tightly to block out all sight and sound.
The following night, Jim was up late studying for a history mid-term. Old Josh, who
was the recently promoted manager of the Burger King where Jim worked (and who didn't
know how to handle his newfound authority) had refused to let Jim go home early to study
even though it was a weeknight when business was typically slow.
"Look, son," Josh had said to him, yanking his brown khaki pants up too high over
his white shirt. "If I let you go, then everybody will want to go, and that's not fair to them.
You'll leave at ten o'clock like everybody else."
At home that night, there was a patter of light rain against the windows. Jim reviewed the third of five chapters to be covered on tomorrow's monster test. His spot on the
living room sofa was illuminated by the tall, slender lamp which Jim's dad had bought
Mother years ago as an anniversary gift. The lamp's feet were littered with Ern's empty
beer cans.
David trotted into the dimly-lit room. "I can't sleep," he said, turning on the television set. "This won't bother you, will it?"
"No," Jim said reluctantly. "Just keep the volume turned down."
David twisted the volume knob to a lower pitch and seated himself beside Jim on
the couch. On the Tonight Show, Tony Bennett was being introduced and was shaking
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hands with the two preceding guests. It was too dark for Jim to see the mantelpiece dock,
but he figured it to be dose to twelve-thirty. Suddenly, Jim began to hear muffled shouts
followed by dresser drawers slamming and banging in the distance. As he listened intently
to his mother's bedroom door being flung open, Ern's voice exploded into audibility:
"—I've had enough of this!" he barked.
"Ernie," Mother was pleading. "Don't!"
The sound of Ern's pounding footsteps filled up the hallway, getting louder and
dearer with every step. Jim could feel David's arm, which was leaning up against his, go
tense, but it became limp again as if David wanted to appear cool and indifferent.
Ern, marching in wearing a torn t-shirt tucked inside his faded boxer undershorts,
flicked on the overhead lights and halted midway across the living room rug. He locked his
fierce gaze on Jim's stack of class notes piled high on the armrest and on the open history
book spread out across Jim's lap, but then he looked at David.
"Do you know what time it is, young man?" he said to David, before shifting his
eyes back to Jim's notes as if drawn by a magnet.
David reached into the candy dish and tossed a mint into his mouth with a rebellious flare. Then he hoisted his feet up onto the coffee table in a crude imitation of Em
while giving Jim a laughing smile as though Jim was supposed to be entertained by this.
Ern glared in Jim's direction, obviously holding him responsible. "Jimmy," he said
to him firmly, "I want you and David to get your asses in bed, right now."
Being pushed around by old man Josh had been enough for Jim for one day. "Look,"
said Jim, "I've got a big exam tomorrow, and I'm not finished studying. When I finish, I'll
go to bed."
Ern's brow darkened, and his lips pulled back into a sneer. "David," he growled at
Jim's brother, "get-in-bed-this-instant. NOW!" Ern was gritting his teeth at David, staring
him down.
The tension in David's arm returned, this time with an added shiver. He slowly rose
to his feet, crouching down as he left the room. The tiny head of Jim's mother peeked out
past the edge of the darkened hallway but withdrew quickly when David went through.
Ern's own head was shaking at Jim now like a fist. "As long as you live under this
roof," he said gravely, "you have to obey the rules of this house. Now get your ass in bed."
Feeling intimidated, Jim uttered defensively, "But I work." It sounded weak to Jim
as he said it.
Ern's back arched into a bow. "Listen, Jimmy," he said slowly, emphasizing each
word, "when you get a full-time job, then you can do what you want. But right now, you'll
do as I say."
Frustration filled Jim's heart, and he rose to his feet. He didn't care anymore. "I'll be
God damned if I will!" he hollered. "Who the hell are you to order me around? You don't
work at all! Why don't you get a full-time job, or any job at all for that matter, you lazy
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goddamn bum!"
Charging at Jim like a crazed bull, Ern gripped his hands around Jim's throat and
jerked him down hard to the floor with all the empty beer cans. They donked hollowly
against each other, rolling around him. As Ern dragged Jim by the neck towards the door,
behind him was Mother wailing, 'Please, Ernie, . . please don't!" Ern kicked the screen
door open, pulling Jim across the porch and shoving him over the edge where he landed on
the ground with a hard thud. Dizziness numbed Jim's senses, and he choked, gasping to
regain his breath. Jim felt the lawn's wet grass moisten the back of his shirt and jeans.
The porchlights came on emitting a bright radiance, and Jim's stack of history notes
went flapping violently into the night. Still lying on his back, Jim watched as his textbook
sailed out the door after them. Then all Jim's schoolbooks were hurled out onto the ground.
Even a boxful of pens and pencils, which plummeted down upon Jim like hail, were tossed.
The front door slammed closed knocking the screen door forward and then back. As the
porch beams clicked off, the moths swirling around in the light vanished into darkness,
and Jim heard the same metal chain that been used to keep Em out of Jim's world being
locked on to keep him out of Ern's.
Soon Jim was running to the side door of the house. It was unlocked, allowing Jim to
rush through the kitchen and confront Ern in the next room. Mother was there being restrained by Ern from unlatching the front door locks and letting Jim back inside. They both
froze when they saw him.
"Em," Jim said, rolling up his sleeves, "there are just some things a man has got to
do." He felt his father's legacy running through his veins.
"No, Jimbo," said Mother crying. 'Please just go to bed. Ern, please just let him go to
bed."
Ern, unaffected by her words, lunged at him burying his head in Jim's stomach
while tying his arms around Jim's back. But Jim had braced himself this time and remained
on his feet. He began to beat on Em's back with his clenched fists.
Initially, when Jim heard his mother scream, he attributed it to his wrestling match
with Ern. But that was before he saw David standing there pointing a 12-gauge shotgun at
them. Ern saw David too and released Jim from the bear hug. There was a deathly silence
as it became apparent that David was aiming right at Em's head. Mother put a hand to her
mouth.
David stood motionless, but Jim could tell from the way his brother's gray eyes were
bulging from behind the barrel of the gun that he was terrified.
"David," Jim said, approaching him carefully, "just calm down. This is no big deal."
David's lip jutted forward ever so slightly, and his eyes got teary. Jim could smell
his brother's hate and fear. Hate for this man who would supplant their father and fear that
he would drive Jim out of the house.
It was not difficult for Jim to take away the gun, to draw it lightly from David's
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trembling hands. He was David's brother, and David obviously felt Jim knew best.
The incident seemed to snap Jim and Em out of their warlike trance. They went to
their respective bedrooms without words, emotionally drained.
Jim hid the gun in a trunk of old clothes and curled up in his bed waiting for David.
He heard across the hall the springs of his mother's bed contract and then be silent. How
could she have gone back to bed with that guy after what had happened? Jim recalled once
when his mother was drunk, how she told Jim that she neither had the time nor the looks
to get another man. That wasn't true, thought Jim. He knew she could do better than Em.
There was still no sign of David, but Jim wasn't worried. He felt fairly sure David wouldn't
have had the nerve to use that gun. Where the hell did he get it anyway? Jim would have to
ask him, once he figured out what to do with the damn thing.
David passed through the darkness. Jim could hear him softly slipping into bed and
wondered whether or not he should wait until morning to talk to him. But physical exhaustion had set in, and Jim soon fell asleep.
Jim had always felt Mother and David were very alike. First, neither had any common sense. Second, both stayed shut off from a person, not letting anybody, even Jim,
know what they were thinking or feeling. After his fight with Ern, Jim kept urging his
mother in private to kick Em out. She'd tell Jim she didn't want to talk about it. Meanwhile,
the shotgun had vanished from Jim's trunk. David openly admitted he took it on the
grounds that the gun was his "personal property." He later explained that he sold it to
someone, but they all doubted him.
"Hey, Dillinger," Ern would badger David every day as he'd pass by. "Where'd you
hide that goddamn shotgun you pulled on me? Hey, Dillinger, come back."
Jim hated Em. He hated Ern's self-imposed rules. He hated the tangy smell of tobacco dip everywhere, in the sink, in the towels, in the furniture, in every corner of the
house. He hated everything about him down to the little gathering of brown hair collecting
at the bottom of the tub.
That week, Jim dreamed of his dad again. Jim was sitting cross-legged with his toys
all around him while his father watched. His dad ran a hand through his dark hair and
said, "There are some things a man's gotta do."
Jim just smiled and played gently with his toys. Suddenly, his father's eyes widened
furiously becoming bloodshot red. His father extended a two foot long finger and pointed
down at David's purple ceramic dish on the ground before his feet. Jim looked at it crying,
frightened of his father's demonic gaze. Then he woke up. It took Jim a minute to get rid of
the hung-over feeling caused by the dream. While he mused over his nightmare in the
dark, devious ideas ran through his head. Jim knew he didn't yet have the strength to beat
up Em bad enough to make him leave; it would have to be his mother's decision. Yes,
Mother was the key.
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Morning came and even as he walked to school alongside David, Jim plotted a way
to free them all from Ern forever. If that paycheck of Mother's was to disappear, then Ern
would be the prime suspect. In fact, he would be the only suspect. David rarely bought
anything, and Jim always kept his pay saved up. Jim had no need for extra cash but Ern
did, that bloated idiot was always whining for more beer money from Mother. She would
be convinced Ern was stealing from her and kick him out. It was the perfect day for Jim to
do it as well, what with Jim's mother scheduled to finish work early.
During the school's lunch period, Jim snuck out the cafeteria exit, careful that no one
had seen him and headed home. Once there, Jim crept through the side door of the house
which he'd left unlocked. The thought that his mother might have already cashed the check
by now struck him suddenly. But then he looked inside the purple bowl-like dish on the
counter and found the paycheck was still there. Good ol' reliable Mom. Jim silently eased
his way to the kitchen door and peered inside the living room checking for Ern. No sign of
him. He was probably slithering around the house somewhere, Jim thought and returned
to the counter. Guilt and fear made Jim's leg shake as he reached inside the dish, grasping
the check. He felt very bad about stealing his mother's hard earned money, about how
upset she would be when she found it missing. He almost put it back, but he kept reminding himself that this was for a greater good and had to be done. Jim crumpled the check
roughly in his fist since it was never going to be seen again and shoved it into his pocket.
At school, Jim's absence from lunch had gone unnoticed, and he made it on time to
his next class. However, he didn't hear a word the teacher said, his nerves frayed from
worrying about the forces he had set into motion.
The wait was tortuous, but it ended. The bright sun made Jim squint as he stepped
out onto the hot pavement of the parking lot just behind the school. David, who joined him
for the trek home, was chewing gum and making snapping sounds with it the entire way.
Soon Jim was gazing at his drab, peaceful-looking house away in the distance, and
he feared for a moment his plan was too weak to succeed. But when he and his brother
approached the left-open front door, Jim heard a shout that carried through the screen
door. Both he and David stopped dead at the foot of the porch steps in awe of the screaming going on between Mother and Em.
Jim's weeping mother emerged from the house toting an old suitcase that had dress
corners and skirt ends protruding from the sides. She had on brown woolen slacks and a
white cableknit pullover like something a young woman might wear. Her foot brushed
against a broken piece of purple dish, and it skidded off the porch landing at Jim's feet.
She handed Jim her keys. "Start the car," she sobbed, her dark hair spilling over the
right side of her crying face. It failed to hide the red welt across her cheek.
As Jim frantically started the engine, his mother and David slid into the back seat.
"Aren't you going to do something?" David asked him.
"Shut up," Jim said; backing the car out. "I am doing something." Jim could see
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David in the rear view mirror gaping at him in disbelief.
By the time Jim had driven to the Motel 6 and checked them all in, nausea had
completely filled his stomach. It came from the optimistic excitement that his idea had
worked and from the anxiety and guilt he felt whenever he caught a glimpse of the bruise
just below his mother's left eye. There was a small cut running through the center of the
bruise, not bleeding, but with traces of rich crimson starting to glisten around the edges.
She sat in a slouch on the aqua-green covers of the bed, a clump of tissue squeezed tightly
in her hand. David was stretched out on the twin bed staring at the pock-marked ceiling
above.
Jim quickly wrapped a cloth towel around the ice he had obtained from the front
desk and gave it to his mother. "Hold this against it, Mom," he said. Jim glanced at David,
then back to his mother. "Everything is going to be all right," he said to them both. "I'll call
the police—"
"No," his mother shot up. "Don't call the police!"
"Don't worry," Jim said. "I won't tell them he hit you. I just want the police to make
Ern leave so we can go home."
"No," she repeated sadly. "Don't call the police. Please." She pulled another tissue
from the kleenex box and bit on it, tears streaming from her eyes.
"Okay," Jim said to calm her. "I won't call, okay? I won't call them. Just relax."
His mother took a deep breath, exhaling unsteadily.
"Look," Jim said, "I'm going to call in sick to work tonight."
'No," she replied, her tears already evaporating into dried streaks down her face. "I
don't want you losing your job over this. I'll be fine."
Jim cursed old man Josh under his breath. He knew now that Josh was in charge that
he was looking to make changes and was re-evaluating everyone. This was a terrible time
to even consider not showing up at work
"Okay," Jim said. "I don't like it, but I guess I'll go. We'll work this all out when I
get back. Why don't you take a nap, Mom. You'll feel better."
"I will," she smiled ruefully.
urn be back in a few hours," Jim said.
"Bye," muttered David, still scrutinizing the ceiling.
Jim tasted a bitter dryness in his mouth and swallowed. "Bye," he said.
He found himself waiting in agony once again. This time it was at work. After Jim
placed each set of hamburger patties on the grill to broil, he was checking the dock to see
what time it was. His plan to separate Mother and Em had worked, but it had gone anything but smoothly.
The wave of heat from the grill made Jim perspire. He pulled his apron off and
wiped the sweat from around his eyes. He threw it on the floor, deciding he was going to
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leave early whether old man Josh liked it or not.
It was getting dark out. The same sun which had been so bright when he'd left
school that day was now low on the horizon. Jim walked for about two blocks before he
broke into a full sprint. The rush of air cooled his heated face and body. As Jim finally
reached the motel parking lot, he panicked when he failed to see his mother's car anywhere. It was an all too familiar panic, one that recurred in him ever since Mother had met
Em. Jim ran up the motel's steep and splintery stairs and into their room. It was empty.
"Shit!" said Jim out of breath. She'd gone back to him. How could she have been so
stupid? Jim hastened back down the steps and raced home in hopes that they had left the
motel recently.
While he ran past the lit streetlights, through the darkening neighborhoods, Jim
feared Ern might hit Mother some more when she showed up at the house. A feeling of
dread came over him. The constant whipping of air against Jim's face made his eyes water.
The few people that were out and about walked quickly with their heads hung low as if
they were determined to get home to their families.
Then, Jim got to his.
There were four pairs of revolving colored lights. Three of them were a vivid light
blue, but it was the pair of red ones that concerned Jim the most. Three police cars and one
ambulance were parked by the house. There were no sirens wailing like on television, in
fact, there was no sound at all, except for the occasional gurgle of a police radio. Jim's
mother was sitting right on the ground with her face in her hands. Two policemen were
escorting David in handcuffs to one of the pairs of silent blue lights. David's arms were
tightly flexed and stiff and seemed to have more expression than his face did. One policeman was carrying David's shotgun in a plastic bag while the other put his hand on top of
David's head, easing him into the back seat of the squad car. Jim's dread turned into a
numbness that crawled all over his skin.
"Excuse me," said a husky officer with white hair. He had a big sheriff's badge on
his shirt. "You'll have to step back, son," he said.
"I live here," said Jim.
The sheriff's face scrunched up a little. He appeared to be at a loss for words. Jim
walked closer to the house and saw a covered body in the doorway. By the size and shape
of it, he knew that it was Ern under there.
The sheriff pinched the bridge of his nose and rubbed his eyes. Then he drew his
hand roughly across his lips. "Is that your mother over there?" the sheriff asked Jim. "Why
don't you come away from here. . . stay with your mother."
The blue lights revolved in silence, illuminating the front yard in flashes like searchlights. Jim straggled over to where Mother sat on the grass, her face still in her hands. Jim
reached into his pocket and pulled out the wadded up check. It looked unimportant, all
wrinkled and ink-smeared.
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Sticking it back in his pocket, he mumbled hopelessly, "There are just some things a
man's gotta do."
His mother looked up. Her eyes were wet, and her mouth was open in surprise.
limbo?" she squeaked.
"Yes, Mom," he said, holding back his own tears.
limbo," she uttered again, "what you just said, . . . your father used to say that to
you when you were little."
"He did?" said Jim. He had thought it had only been said to him in his dreams, not
in reality.
"Yes," she said, "he'd always say that to you just before he gave you a whipping."
Jim wandered away from her. He knelt down on the grass and lay flat on his back.
He stared up at the black sky. His arms, growing heavy, felt less fatigued as he lay there.
His long, athletic legs felt an empty relief. Jim, too, felt an empty relief, all over his sides, all
over his body, up and down, head to toe.
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Leah Gore
THIS POEM
is straight from the devil's typewriter and
needs no introduction when meeting youIt takes a fist and grinds knuckles to sand
while you feel nothing, the words on the page new
words, smooth, invisible, demanding,
but you are in a train,
passing, with your eyes in a jar.

UNCONTAMINATED
temptations still roost like soldiers
the bells on their hats silenced
for the dead
in the smoke infinity appears
it is a stone
licking their eyes
the night hangs like a bat
and silence is shaped like an egg
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DIANA & ELVIS
I
He stored her
in the very fruit of his closet
and ripened her with the sunshine of his avocadocolored refrigerator. "Elvis, the stars!"
He bought rhinestones.
"Elvis, the hunt!"
He bought handcuffs.
"Elvis, the salt-sea air!"
He bought a pool.
II
He painted her
by mirroring the walls
and animated her in passing
through the rooms
she followed him
but they never sat together.
"Elvis, Elvis...art!"
He hired an interior decorator.
DI
"Elvis, the song!"
He sang, but the feet
of the clock danced without
a tune. Outside, the autumn came
in sheep's clothing
harvesting the spring and
Diana,
wild with beauty,
leapt from Elvis's mirror.
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Eduardo Difilippo
SYNESTHESIA:
MEDITATIONS ON DALI'S "EL DESPACHO ANTROPOMORFICO"
Theseus lowered his fleshless finger in a moment of reflection
In the void and on the plain performing
Dream sirens scratch the air at dawn
Through the anti-terrain
Metaphysical psycho-surgery
Reconstructing pterodactyls from bone chips of memory
Crashing and rattling like loose joints
In the machine
Buzzing bees of invisibility
Inside me
On the fringe
Music boxes on particle board
Crackle out electric rivers of sound
Like displaced 11177 in and out of consciousness
Flipping the earth's magnetic field
Meteorites strike like thunder
In bi-polar brainstorms
Out of order
It is fall near the samhain
Someone is sipping on Indian Summer apple juice
While pyres of leaves lick
The sultry miasma
Theseus lowered his fleshless finger in a moment of reflection
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Julia Beach
WISH
There's a forest fire in the big dipper
and the man in the moon let the well run dry.
The buckets that once held tears
are now just genie-bottles full of sand.
The Arab nation is attempting peace
while in America it's still illegal
to buy a gun with a bayonet mount,
but there are no laws saying that
you can't hijack the space shuttle
just to see if there really is life
beyond the black hole of
small towns and one night stands
that don't take the time to set up shop
or invite you in for a cup of bad coffee.
It's the kind of town where people don't believe
butterflies can sing "In a Gadda Da Vida,"
laughing at caterpillars crawling across the world.
You can drain your sinus cavities with pressure points
but you can't drink the water
because it's contaminated by discarded dreams,
and if you wish too hard on a star
you'll choke on the sand falling from the sky.
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Teresa Rogerson
MARGINALIA: WRITTEN IN RED MOURNING

The cereal box
offers itself in the morning.
A friend's body

talks of haunts
from the past,
from the
mouth. We see
only his linen shirt shaping,
collarless, adjectival
of stilled wind. In the morning
a promise called cycles
shifts clear as loud bells
in the white eyes of a child
sitting in a boat in the wake
of a large convocation of ships.
The sunrise reflects
underneath large billow vapor
masses tapering over the moon
in the sky on the water, for hours.
A linen shirt is only worn

for hours, while the soul
swims the surfaces below,
the top layers
that have included the eyes.
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Paul Guest
THE METAPHORIST
I hate the filing system my life is.
I dislike the head of the world resting
in its own lap as being too incestuous.
I dislike fresh coffee beans; strangely,
they remind me of my past, my history.
I don't know why.
So sue me. Find better poets
who offer you more.
I don't like talking heads who love smash-mouth football.
The love of my life happens to be television.
The divorce has been final for two years now.
Why love what you do, why not something else?
I dissolve inside bubble bath warmths.
I'm not a doctor, but I play at being one.
My soul is a geyser, but I spent years denying it.
The stars hold a lot of wonder for me.
Drug abuse might be an oxymoron.
Self abuse is probably redundant, probably
endlessly self referential.
You do not want to live in a perfect world.
I would eat the bread of life
if I knew it was low in cholesterol.
I think I said I've never been a doctor.
I love waking up to french kiss the morning.
Confession: My soul (translation: geyser)
is filled with well meaning, and ambivalence about Bon Jovi lyrics.
Confession: The undivided sum of all my experience
does indeed force me to believe in a place called Hope.
All this time is water under the bridge, dust in the wind.
All those years, Erik Estrada never knew how to speak Spanish.
Translation: "Linda" means beautiful.
Revelation: I am crushed by the weight of this truth.
This year, the voices of rebellion
were silenced once again.
The statute of limitations on poetry runs out in the instant
you first see the whites of my eyes.
I pledge allegiance to no flag.
I'm losing my religion, if such a thing is still possible.
Lyric: Good guys don't always wear white.
I have run the good race, and fought the good fight.
My word is a lamp unto your feet,
my word is as good as the paper it's printed on.
Make like a tree, and leave.
There are many jokes I have never understood.
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My word is funnier than you know.
So why aren't you laughing?
I'm dying up here. I get no respect.
I can't believe I just said that.
Lyric: Your love is like bad medicine.
But, I digress; the line above is more like a simile.
We're all the travelers on the Mothership Earth.
I hate that.
We are the world.
I think that it would be premature at this time
to make any comment.
Confession: I'm severely disappointed in the way
my soul is taken out of context so often;
I'm at a loss for words.
Confession: All poets are liars.
I mean, in the most metaphorical sense of the word,
certainly in the least damning way.
You know what I mean. Don't you?

PHOTOGENIC SUPERSTAR OF THE INSECT WORLD:
AN ACCIDENTAL ODE
Next week I am going to start drinking, and never stop.
Next week I plan to renew my subscription to the Weekly World News,
and renew also my acquaintance with the Nebraskan farmer
who unloaded his shotgun on a twenty-seven pound grasshopper.
Both of them, farmer and grasshopper, smile puzzledly,
like this was something that happened every day out there,
like the grasshopper was grateful he'd been shot and killed,
grateful in death that his great big mutated life had been redeemed.
God damned hayseed farmer! I mean, a grasshopper that big
is a prize, it's almost Biblical, and God knows our country needs
some blessing. But, as I said, I was talking about the resolution
that has welled up inside me, how I've decided to cast down
that aimlessness that has plagued me. Every man needs a hobby.
I want to be unusual, I want to be different, I want years from now
for families to pull out the dust covered photo albums,
to gather warmly around with their clusters of egg-nogged smiles,
and leaf through the vinyl pages in orgasmic nostalgia,
oohing and ahhing at the faded moments, until they get to my page,
the photograph of me standing on the sidewalk, sloppy,
singing about grasshoppers or Elvis or something, or the picture
of me the week I boycotted the sexist agenda of the local Dairy Queen—
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I want them to say, "Jesus Christ, he was a strange bastard."
Of course, I haven't done any of that yet, I hope to,
I know inside me I have all these great, unnamable things I want;
I have filled my soul up with so much desire, my soul is painfully swollen.
Put that in the pages of the Weekly World News, the Inquirer,
the Sunday Sport in London, and you will sell a million copies for sure.
It occurred to me as summer was ending, as I was full of boredom,
as I drank my Dr. Pepper in the morning after waking
that I wanted to be slippery, that I wanted to nod off in mid-sentence
and finally, for once in my life, to have a good excuse for it.
Imagine the possibilities! Forgetting all the apologies mother taught me,
feeling the heady danger as I could flirt with bad posture,
and slouch, and talk with my mouth full of crackers, and walk around
in my underwear, even down to Revco just hoping to see Mary Lou Retton.
Mary Lou Retton, I am indeed one strange bastard, love me.
Love me in Olympic gold medal bliss and drive me drunk on down
to McDonald's, and smile for me and tell me that you'll always love me.
Oh, I'm sitting on top of a secret that even the breweries are unaware of;
I am laughing all the way to the bank, because I know the doors are closed
and the cameras are on, and one man won't start a run on the bank.
I am trying to remember the last time I cried during a movie,
because I'm sure those tears were for the benefit of the girl I was with.
Which is to say, I was hoping like the devil they'd benefit me,
I was hoping to show off my sensitive side in that cool darkness,
I was hoping she'd think, whoever she was, I'd gotten in touch with my self.
I know that's admirable, to have that depth of feeling, and I know
the movies are often filmed on admirable subjects and worthy heroes;
I want my life to be a movie of the week on NBC, based on a true story,
filmed entirely on location in Nebraska and starring Raymond Burr.
I know he's dead, but as long as I'm dreaming, I want Heather Locklear
to sit beside me in that early movie theater and be impressed.
Still dreaming, I want her to cry when I recite a long love poem to her.
I want to have a love scene that will turn Jerry Fallwell blue.
But I'm leaving all that mundane stuff behind next week.
I'm making an end to all this dreaming, and start doing what I want.
Next week I'm going to say hasta la vista baby in my most transcendent
Arnold Schwarzennegger voice, blowing everything to hell.
Next week I'll have a taste for what is real and for what isn't.
Next week I'm going to start drinking, and never stop.
But until then, I'm practicing my best smiles in my dirty mirror, posing
in the warm, incandescent glow of all the pictures that will be required of me,
admiring in every angle the smile that's exactly what is wanted
for the Weekly World News, the great big goofy grin that reminds me
of that farmer, that grasshopper, one a good shot, the other,
accidental, unintentional, photogenic superstar of the insect world.
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Ashley Brooks
FENCE RAIL
It's hard, just looking
at my own hands, or any other
part of me. I'm waiting for the
sun to set, even now,
at two in the afternoon. There
are no crashing noises here;
it's really safe, I'm pretending.
You're here.
Waiting is no good when you
can't jump the fence; all I
can do is love the way the moon
remains visible during the day,
so at least I know it's there.

GRAVEL DUST
I found this wing
in the back seat of my dream,
taped it to my shoulder, now I
can fly anywhere, though
really go nowhere.
I fly like a guitar
with varicose strings
just below the douds—
if only the transmission
wouldn't go out, three
miles too soon, when both
my feet are broken. Oh,
I can stay on a road
for at least a few minutes,
even though this car only runs
on prayers hustled to me
by an impostor angel.
And this was my guide:
gravel dust in my mouth,
which somehow nurtured
a garden full of broken hawks.
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Maggie Simon
THE RED COMB
I'm begging you to wear it,
buying it for you
in front of every New England winter
(rumors not yet swallowed up
by the mud season).
I want to give you something; sincerely,
no, sincerely—
red dishes will always put you in my mind.
Wear it, please.
Tell me you want to go coasting,
you told me you wanted to go coasting.
Zina's sick and folded like a mantis.
Melancholy is all she has. But you
and I have a hill and a sled.
Winding twice down,
and finally shying away
from edges and living
cozy in our house with hearth
and dog and gray memories.
Winding twice down,
and finally shying into
red hair and tree trunk legs,
both of us breaking like dishes,
the pieces just big enough.
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THE BEDPOST WHORE
The bedpost whore won't stand for chewing gum.
She is folded like paper pigeon's wings,
in your two hands. Watching, she stays mum.
The whore counts by notches. Her bedspread cries.
Calm on her pillow, you sing her royal
hips, watch her unwind your days with a swizel
stick, remind her to be yours and loyal.
In the bottom of your tumbler, novel
ideas clink together, make you leave her,
find another to nestle under your thumb.
Feel for your pocket, the hand's keeper.
Pull your oven-set face down to your arm
which clings to the bedpost crying
for the man with the axe to come calling.
ODE TO OMERI OMECRON
The muffled sound of the boat's motor
sounds like a child
choked with water.
This is not the sound of your voice.
Your voice curves like a sickle
and unhinges itself like cabinet noise.
The lake lies flat and still, quieted
by ice fishing. This has never been
your hands. Your wife's hands
became a lake for twelve months
after Billy broke through
and died from an ear infection.
Penicillin still a year away.
Rising from her dock, the old
woman's hair looks like ripe
dandelions. Your hair clings coarse
to your head like smoke
stains on your Philco T.V.
I can see you stoking steam
engine fires.
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Victoria Raschke
THE SEVENTH DAY
Small. The stars are small and hard
cold like tiny mirrors sewn
into the pleated fabric of a gypsy woman's shirt.
They are alone here under them
his breath warm and moist
against the curve of her.
Between them lies countless fathoms
each breath taut with promise. Lucid
beneath their scrutiny. How hard is it
to conceive below these wide-eyed suns?
There is something inside her empty
with wanting, crying out every time
she starts to bleed. It isn't that he knows
this or even wants it. It's her.
This need to create
a new perfect being whole, warm.
It's that she's only loved near him.
It's being afraid to die, without
screaming that creation, feeling blood
hot on her legs, knowing the cycle continues
within each of us. Now with him inside her
she feels real. The possibility that between
some spark is forming, growing
into her father's dark eyes.
Her mother's laugh.
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Laura Howard
GENERIC VERSIONS
I used to picture myself as a ballerina.
I am, now, a skinny girl in a green towel who takes
little green pills at eight o'clock every night.
I love actresses in New York City and
Waffle House waitresses in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Someone told me today that you and I are set if
we had been together this long.
I always say, "Look, I don't gloat; it's always a bad sign."
Mr. Luck looks down upon people who gloat.
I have purple, green, and blue veins strikingly apparent
in my translucent skin on my wrists.
I cannot give blood because I do not weigh enough.
A nurse once told me I am a "really good bleeder."
I have yet to faint over such comments.
Fainting is Scarlett O'Hara.
I am going to sew buttons on my shoes.
I smell like a generic version of Dove soap.
I got it with Dresden in a grocery store last spring.
I found it hidden away in the closet.
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Bradley Paul
CHINESE CARTOGRAPHER
I may be giving you the wrong dates but between the 4th
and 14th centuries, when Rome through scope of its dizzying cardinals
fixed Polaris due west of Eden and hemmed out the Antipodes
with an equator of blue flames, Chinese cartography really flourished. It
was me and Chen and Phei Hsou, we put everything
into grids, because of my snowy temperament
they called me Xizang Gangdise Shan, which they thought was a good one.
At times it angered me out of my wits
but as a map maker they knew I'd find my way back.
We put our land on silk, take note,
the mountains bent back towards Tibet, though the people bowed
with the seaward crickets. Pagodas too, which originally
were small cages for crickets. When the Castillian Jews
fled the Inquisition west (1500s?) they took their maps
with them. The Spaniards thus were trammelled. Pedro king of Aragon
must have said, "I realize now I need some Jews." Eden too burned
for them, it kept them out, I mean here the Papists again.
Pope was a papist though he whirled his Virgil decades
after my death, and the people mashed up his hedges for an elegy.
I think he held stars in his arms for his mother and father
and at times I think he sang in the forest
that ran in his body like ribs. "He was a hunchback
spinning through the dark toward Spleen," Chen likes to say,
he'd like to put a map on black velvet. That's
so Western, I think. My friend Gina in her Texas trailerpark
resents these generalizations: "I do not live in California,"
which is 1000 miles WNW. Trailer parks look like chessboards.
Chen, ironically, is Chinese for Gina, which in turn is Italian
for penitentiary. California, with all its Alcatraz,
white headed beaches, cities of inquisitive angel missionaries
hacking their way on low rider bicycles through the kudzu
and franciscan winding streets and fog that grow iohviva!
over my Chinatown soul. Destiny. Movie stars. California
is where I left my heart. Here's one for you:
"The streetlights dim beneath their green eyeshadow.
Why the earth's black skullcap grows, I don't know."
My meter may be off. Gina's mother's name is Elvis Friedman.
Her daddy's in the big house for moving opium
over state lines. The flame when he cooked it was blue.
The stars sit blue in their crust
like rhinestones and the coyotes fizz like saltpeter.
I shall tell you about Tsen Kung Liang who in 1042
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fell like an X from the moon. Little firecracker, he was hollowed
by the sharks and razor wire along the heavens' moat
quite before he castled his way into the New Jerusalem.
His rocket failed. The solar system was therefore invented.
We first thought stars were lanterns hung from the sky
in eulogy of wayward gods. He nitred his hair
with pomade. I was singing when I found his body.
It was cruel as latitude and I was in my garden. At times
Paradise seems but the spheres' tomfoolery and out of cocoons
woven. The fact is the Antipodes never sailed because
they had no north star by which to sail. Furthermore, their interior lands
were vast enough to colonize and loot
without going to sea. They have since made their fortune
in canals and beautiful fruit. "The jimmied locks of heaven
weep," one might say, or "My soul has no compass itself."

THE LOVE POEM OF ED GEIN, WISCONSIN, 1968
The wires down my neck talk
as things wrapped in quavers
like to. The trees are coarse
as hatchets. I break the spectacles of
whomever on a wheel. Coarse
as a hatchet, my sleep
like salts beneath my thumbnail,
my sleep clutching screwdrivers
in its three-fingered hand, my
scratchmarks writhing in the door,
look anywhere but here, I dream
on a flame. My sleep
sneering like the Ford sneering
through my gut, heart strapped to the hood
and the radio beating further
and further away. People,
they have me by the tusks of my gas mask,
there's things I can fix, I can cure,
there's enough of me to be tossed
like bed linen into the blank limbs above,
smack all night like the tanning moon,
dressed out to dry, oh I begin
with error, my love has a human face,
a tin rage, singing like a sparrow crammed in a can.
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CONTRIBUTOR'S NOTES
Trey Blanks is French for "impotent." When asked her opinion on the fairness of IQ tests, Honors sophomore
Magdelyn Hammond said "heh heh, it sucks, heh heh heh." Jonathan Row is a popular new caviar. Little did the
college music crowd know that the Cranberries' noxious "Do You Have to Let It Linger" is really about bean-eating
art editor Karri Harrison. Dope potter Dorothy Stubsten was outie 5000, G, after clicking her heels together and
saying "there's no place like homie, there's no place like homie." Making fun of senior Terry Olsen has become such
a popular pasttime that it's now a new board game called "Dissin' Terry." Botanist Steve West recently developed
a new strain of tree called Mourning Wood. His discovery is co-credited to university brat Paul Keilany, who is better
known by his pen name Hugh Jorgan. When we asked Czechwagoneer Leah Gore why she always wears high heels,
she said "so I don't scrape my knuckles." According to rumor, the last thing ex-football star Eduardo Difilippo said
to his wife Nicole was "your waiter will be right with you." In further embarrassment to the royal family, puppy killer
Julia Beach was found sniffing glue with the Queen. The very tall Tree Rogerson claims to be genetically similar to
Mourning Wood. Methane mogul Paul "you're frightening my" Guest recently changed his name from "Turbo" to
"Ignovomous Butt." Sophomore Ashley Brooks will only eat kandy koms if they're still attatched to their kandy feet.
Art major Cheryl Sculley likes to prank call bars asking for "I.M. Pei." Yuppie outlaw Maggie Simon is best known
for her immortal line "Have the plates ready, pal, because Hell is coming to brunch." Trailer-dwelling Jonathan
Bowers recently won the Icehouse Beer slogan contest with "Icehouse: it's better than 'My House.'" Finally outgoing
senior Victoria Raschke recently responded to the new Sex In America survey with a book of her own, Snuff Films Are
Cool. Freshman violist Laura Howard is Ted's little sister. Megatramp Bradley Paul is credited with the invention
of the Paulian paradox: how can someone suck so much while driveling all over himself?
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